Note that if node x(n, j) is alive, then x(n, j) = XO + Xm,~Wn,~, where the sum is over the indices of the n ancestors of (n, j), and that for a fixed n, the {x( n, j), (1) Node a hosts queue A, node b hosts queue B.
(2) It takes one unit of physical time to process all types of events in the simulated system: the servicing of (1) or (2) customers, or the scheduling of antievents. Thus the "local clock" runs twice as fast when servicing a type 2 customer, relative to servicing a type 1 customer (compared with the actual system).
The simulation is described in Table III . As in Table II , we denote by (x) the processing of customer x. We denote by 2~(the "undoing" related to the nth type 2 customer, which includes rollback and scheduling antievents).
In the simulation, since the processing of a type 2 event takes one unit of time, service of a type 2 customer is completed before it is preempted by the type 1 customer. This error is discovered wherever one node schedules an event to another-which is precisely wherever the type 1 customer completes service. Then, rollback (and preparation of antievents) takes place, so at that node, local time does not progress.
It is easy to see by induction that, at physical time n( n + 1)/2 = 1 + 2 + "" " + n, the smallest local time of the simulation is n, which is also the simulated time of A if n is odd, or of B if n is even, The other of the two nodes is incorrectly advanced to simulated time (3 n -1) and has processed n incorrect type 2 events. Thus, the rate of advancement of simulated time per unit of physical time goes in inverse proportion to the square root of the physical time, as the rollback amplitude rises in direct proportion to the square root of physical time.
In this example, Figure  2 . There are IV (a multiple of 4) inputs numbered O, 1, . . . . N -1, and N outputs also numbered O to N -1, and each output connected to the corresponding input. The routing scheme is that both inputs j = 0,2,. ... N/2 -2 and j + 1 are connected to both outputs 2j and 2j + 2, while inputs j = N/2, N/2 + 2, . . . . N -2 and j + 1 are connected to both 2j -N + 1 and 2 j -N + 3. Notice that the shuffle-exchange network looks locally like a binary tree, but has only N nodes, so that the branching factor is locally 2, but is only 1 over the long run. Nonetheless, we model this case by taking b = 2.
We now construct our example of a wildfire cascade. We suppose that at time O, node O has a rollback of size XO. The rollback is passed through the shuffle-exchange network, with the following rules:
(1) Each output receives the rollback size of each of its inputs. We see that in the case K = 1, E(W) = 2 q -1, which is negative whenever q < 1/2, As we mentioned, the random walk with a barrier on a binary branching tree is infinite with positive probability whenever q > 0.067; hence for N, a large but finite number, we expect that wildfire cascading may exist in the present example, for some range of q in (0.067, 0.51.
We have simulated the aforementioned system for several values of K. The results are summarized in Figure  3 and compared with the theoretical approximation using the second example above. is that a PE processes its events in parallel and independently of the other PEs, but only up to local time 7'(i) < a(i). This guarantees that no rollback need ever be performed. A bound a(i) can be computed in several ways; the easiest to explain (but not the most efficient) is the following. Let d( i, J") be the minimum propagation delay from node i to node j, and S 1( i, B) the incoming reachability sphere of node i with radius B; i.e., the set of nodes j such that d(j, i) = B.
Then set Figure  5 , and illustrated by the flowchart in Figure  6 ; as mentioned in Section 4.1, the numbering scheme is chosen to correspond to the Bounded Lag algorithm. Armed with an understanding of the Bounded Lag algorithm, we now provide some remarks on the algorithm, as presented in Figure  5 . Each node in the simulator is supposed to be concurrently implementing the algorithm as described. The actual proofs are based on the weaker n statements. Here is the notation used in our proof of efficiency. 1 stands for the set of events to simulate (see Section 5.2), and I S I is the number of elements of the set S. A cycle of the Filtered Rollback algorithm goes from step 9, say, through steps 2-8, arriving back at step 9. Finally, for each event e, we denote by te the time when the event occurs. t(i, j) is the earliest time an event at i can affect node J". Although this depends on the specific event, we use t( i, j) as a "generic" variable. Here is the list of assumptions.
A discussion of each follows.
ASSUMPTIONS: N = # NODES
There exist positive constants~, C, q, 6, 0, D, p,~, ao, no, r, all independent of N, node index, and iteration number, and estimates d( i, j) >0 such that 1' (amount of work to process an event) s a. and scheduling an event takes a unit of work.
1 (amount of work to process an event e) s U(e), where the U(e) are i.i.d.
and satisfy P(U(e) > a) < Ce-'a and scheduling an event takes a unit of work.
2' t(i, j) > q for i #j. < e h and P (node i schedules at least 1 events at other nodes at an iteration) S P( yl,~> 1).
5' The number of events within H~subject to processing at each iteration does not exceed 6.
5 Let II,(s, A) denote the set of events (including those that will be cancelled by rollbacks) scheduled between times s and s + A. For any A >0, P( III, (s, A) I > no + t for some s) s e-'ti~.
6' At least EN nodes are busy at each cycle.
6 P (number of nodes busy at each cycle > cN) 2 p. and discussed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. We believe that when it is not possible to provide estimates d( Z, j) satisfying assumption 3, then the system is really not very parallel.
The reason is that assumption 3 is violated when events at different nodes are highly correlated and tend to happen almost simultaneously. This implies either that the simulated system is serial or that our partitioning into parallel nodes should be redone so as to make such correlated events occur only locally within single nodes. Also, the assumption that the W,~are independent is a replacement for an ergodicity assumption. The bounding distribution has slightly more than one moment. In fact, the bound would be a constant in most cases. The much cruder assumption 4' simply bounds the degree.
Both 5 and 6 are assumptions on the density of events. Assumption 5 upper bounds the density in time, while assumption 6 lower bounds the density in space (across nodes). According to assumption 5, events do not pile up on a node more than a bulk Poisson process would. The cruder assumption 5' requires each node to have only a bounded number of events to process at each cycle. Events are well spread out over the nodes, according to assumptions 6 and 6'. This spread holds uniformly over the cycles under assumption 6', and on average under assumption 6. The reason that assumption 6 doesn't necessarily imply that the simulation is efficient is that, as in the echo example, most of the work may be performed on fallacious events. Note that both sets of assumptions apply to both inherent and noninherent events. We are not very satisfied with the latter point, because we feel that it might be derivable from the definition of the algorithm.
Number of Processed Events
In analyzing the efficiency of a rollback-based algorithm, one needs to count the number of events that are processed. Note that a rollback algorithm may sweep over the same simulated time more than once. Hence the same event can be processed several times. Moreover, during these sweeps, some erroneous events may be introduced and processed. We need to distinguish between inherent events, those which actually occur and are never rolled back, and processed events, which are all events, inherent or not, each counted as many times as processed. Processed events that are not inherent are called noninherent.6
Let us denote by 1 the set of inherent events and by II the set of processed events.
(The goal of our simulation is eventually to produce only the inherent events. ) Then 1 c H, and all events in H \ 1 are cancelled by rollbacks.
We need to describe carefully the connection between events, nodes, and rollback trees. Suppose node A processes an event e~which schedules an event ez at node Z. Suppose further that t~z < t(Z) (for the definition, see step (5a) of the Filtered Rollback algorithm), so node Z has to roll back. We say that event e~seeds the rollback tree, even though it is not necessarily a direct part of any rollback (i.e., it is not an antievent, or necessarily cancelled by an antievent).
We now give a finer classification of the set II. We decompose II by classifying the degree to which each event is '' noninherent. In the example above, if eA is an inherent event, then the set of events S~cancelled by the rollback seeded by e~are in I(l). However, if e~is not inherent, and is later cancelled by a rollback seeded by, say, an event in 1(0), then we classify e~as belonging to 1(1) and the events in S~as belonging to 1(2).
We bound the size of III I by producing estimates of the size of I 1(~) 1. Our analysis is based on assumption 2 that each event has the same probability of rooting a rollback tree, (or is bounded by the same probability) and assumption 3 that all rollback trees in the various 1(~) are statistically identical (or at least bounded by an identical distribution). This assumption seems fairly 6". inherent" versus "no ninherent" events are sometimes called "speculative" versus "committed" events, or "correct" versus "incorrect" events. (1) We begin our proof of Theorem 4 with a detailed look at the cycle times of Filtered Rollback. As indicated in Section 5.4, each step in the cycle takes at most log N time and has an exponential tail. We now justify this claim. We do this by bounding separately the amount of time each step in the algorithm takes at each node. More precisely, we show, for each processor and each step, there are constants CO, Cl, C'z, and to with P(time to finish step z t + to+ COlog N) s Cle-c".
ACM
We Step 2 involves each node computing the approximations U(i) and communicating with its reachability set. By assumption 4, the reachability set has a polynomial tail, and therefore, since communication time is the logarithm of the size of the set (by property 2 of the multiprocessor model), the communication time has an exponential tail. The rest of the computation is O(1) time by property 4 and assumption 1. Thus, the average time for step 2 is O(log N).
Step 3 is synchronization.
This takes O(log N) by property 1.
Steps 3a, 3b, and 3C are rollback. A node rolling back must do two things:
(b) recover memory and (c) schedule antievents.
Step (b) involves merging a previous event list (chosen depending on how far the node is rolling back) H, with the union of lists II: received from that point on. Each of these lists is sorted, so the time to merge is 0( I II, I + I H{ \). Steps 4, 5, 5a, and 6 are the heart of the simulation. By assumption 5, a node has at most no + Z, events to process, which by property (4) takes up to a unit of time each, and where Z, has an exponential tail. Each processed event can schedule at most an exponentially bounded number of other events. Hence, the time to cycle through these steps is O(log N + constant + Z,) = O(log N + Z,).
Step 7 is a synchronize. Again, this takes O(log N) time.
Step 7a updates the event list. First we sort the list II'. There are up to BnO +~~,~~2, events to sort, I S 1 I < 1?, so this sort can be accomplished in (Bno + XSJZJ)lOg(BnO + ZS4ZJ) time; this clearly has an exponential tail. Merging two sorted lists takes linear time (see steps 3a-3c), and so the time to perform step 7a has an exponential tail.
Step 8 is computing and broadcasting the new floor. This takes O(log N) time by assumption 2 of the multiprocessor model.
Step Let k(0) = M. There exists a constant c1 such that I?(k(n)'+p) < cl(Mm")'+B if m>l E(k(n)l+c) < clm"M1+o if m<l
Comment:
The condition that a 1 +~moment exists is a touch stronger than the familiar Xlog X condition used in most branching process results. We do not know if we are proving the weakest possible form of our theory, but having a 1 + @ moment is not very much worse than Xlog X in any case.
PROOF. Use Corollary 2 to see that E(k(n)l+81k(n -1)) < (mk(n -1))1+6 + k(n -l) E(Y~J+d).
Hence, E(k(n)l+p) < ml+ BE(k(n -1)1+6) + m"-lcz. seeds a tree and is zero otherwise. Hence, using E(Br~'+8') s (E(BrJ))('+b) + P(event e seeds a rollback tree)~~o E( Z( n)('+o)).
But note that E( Br~) s P(event e seeds a rollback tree) I?(size of tree I e seeds a tree).
By assumption 2, we can make F'(event e seeds a rollback tree) as small as (1 -g)c,, N(l+B)m~< C,, If Zkk 'l+')p~< co for O < e < 1, then, for any O <6< c/3, we have~k p~'-') < m. k PROOF.
Estimate separately for those k such that pk > k-3 or ph < k-3. With this we conclude the proof as follows. Since U, satisfies, for some Cl, C2, r P(UZ~Cllog N+ t) < C2e-r' we obtain, for any A > 1, (E(~A))l'A < C(A)log N, 
